
2 dozen challenge for 2016-2017

As in previous years this will be a simple knock out competition with the pairings(occasionally 
trio's) being determined by chance. (You names are drawn from a bowl)

To begin in November.

You are to shoot 2 dozen arrows at a 60cm target from 20yds using 10 zone scoring. 

This can be shot as a stand alone round or as the first 2 dozen of a longer round. This being the first 
round shot in that session.   After the normal 6 sighters. 

If you have a Bye you must still shoot the round.

Immediately before shooting this challenge you must declare clearly to the other archers present 
that you are shooting your challenge round. You can not shoot the challenge round when alone in 
the range.That round will then stand, you can not abandon it and shoot again later.

”Please clearly mark your score sheet as “2 dozen challenge””

Only 1 attempt at this challenge is permitted in each round and must be shot before the deadline 
date.
  
Your score is to be added to your allowance to make your total.

Allowances are based on your current indoor handicap. (A considerable number of archers do not 
have a current indoor handicap, for these people I have used current outdoor handicaps or recent 
score handicaps. Where I had no clues as to current performance I will assign a starting allowance 
of 162.) These allowances will change between each round of the challenge, with a new allowance 
being the average of your assigned allowance and the allowance for the score you shot. This means 
allowances can go up as well as down. A single allowance chart is to be used for recurve, 
compound, seniors and juniors.

I will publish a summary of the scores achieved and the new pairings as soon as possible after the 
last day of each round.

I will put the pairings chart, rules etc on the wall in the indoor range.

Contact me if you require any clarification.

Peter Sayers


